
PROJECT SUMMARY



Script: Available

Status: Videoboard /
animatic, financing

Budget: 43.700 €
for the pilot episode

Production start: 2016

Language: English and
German

Length: 5-7 Minutes
per episode

Delivery: May 2017

Director: Tal Hershkovich

Writer: Tal Hershkovich

Producer: Skady Lis

PITCH

“Arnold and Gugi” is a 3D animated puppet show, influenced from the style of 
sesame street and the muppets, but fully animated and with a content that is in-
tended towards an audiance from age 16+. Each sketch is about 5-7 minutes long 
 
Arnold and Gugi are contrasting characters, living together in a flat. Togeth-
er they form a love and hate relationship. On the one hand they dislike each oth-
er, but on the other hand they are depend on each other and can’t be separated. 

The topics of each episode of the series involve around politics, economy, technology, 
relationships/family values, and how the characters deal with those topics and with 
each other.

There are currently 5 written sketches. All the material for the show can be found on: 
https://talhershko.wordpress.com/production-blog

Animation test can be found on:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nGRSR1r1MgY



Arnold, an anarchist who lives from social-welfare money strives to change Gugi and the world 
with his anti-capitalist ideas and inventions.
Gugi a working class hero, cares only about his comfort. He is convenient with his fixed 8-17 
work, being lazy and getting wasted infront of the TV. With his technical abilities only he can 
realize Arnold’s ideas and inventions.

The 2 characters have some kind of a conservative husband-wife relationship. While Gugi is the 
working man, Arnold is the emotional person that always cooks and cleans.
In the microcosmos of the flat, the two get into fights constantly. Whether it’s a fight about food 
or sovereignty of the flat. And yet they always get to realize that even with all their differences, 
they would be screwed up without each other. They become depend on each other and form a 
yin yang relationship.

SYNOPSIS



EPISODE LOGLINES

MovinIn Pilot - Introduction episode of the characters. Arnold wants to move into Gugi’s flat. Gugi is sceptical 
about a hippie bumm moving in, eventually they form a deal and Gugi doesn’t want to let him go out anymore. 

3D printer - Arnold wants to build a 3D printer, as part of his idea to destroy capitalism, but he is too clumsy to 
do it. While he is in the toilet, Gugi builds the 3D printers. Gugi is printing everything, as well as more printers, 
and it becomes an ecological disaster. Arnold freaks out, and wants to get rid of it. Gugi sells everything and be-
comes rich.

Unemployment - Gugi’s job is being outsourced, and he loses his job. He wants to apply for Hartz4 and asks Ar-
nold to help him with that. Arnold gives him different papers, and sends him to work in china. Arnold freaks out 
from being alone at home, he hacks into the stock market, bankrupts the company and brings Gugi back.

Alienation - Gugi is having a robot who does all the household work for him. After a while Arnold feels useless 
around the house. Gugi misses Arnold and is becoming jealous of Arnold’s and the bot relatioship.

Disconnected - The flat is being disconnected from electricty. Arnold freaks out from not having internet connec-
tion, Gugi has the solutions, but is not willing to share it with Arnold.



ARNOLD: Vegan Philosophy and social science Student, reads a lot – life time student. 
An Artist that paint abstract, gugi can never really understands his paintings.
Doesn’t work, gets social money (also part of his ideology).
can handle beurocracy, and “fuck the system” with it (knows the law/rules).
Tries all the Newage lifestyle Buddhist and Rasta, punk and hippie – Meditation, always 
in the search for identity, changes customs. Lefty in ideology.
A Hacker and a Maker, or at least he think he is.
drinks coffee, eats Tofu and raw food Nervous and hyperactive, Mania depressive some-
times smokes a joint to calm down smart, manipulator, emotional and clumsy.

GUGI: Doesn’t care about what he eats, likes Fast food and Meat. Fastfood saves his 
valuable time of doing nothing.
Works 8 to 5 in Assemblies and Logistics Factory. Spends his spare time in front of the TV.
Believes only in what he can see (on TV).
Likes to spend his money on gadgets, junk food, beer and just being Lazy.
Has ‘working hands’ – technical knowledge to build and fix stuff, he also has his super 
toolbox.

CHARACTERS



Task and costs
The costs to produce the serie would go up to 53.000 €, including studio costs for the duration of production.
Without studio costs (only the work), it would be approximately 43.700 €
The list of all the assets, tasks and estimation of the time and costs can be found in the following link:
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/14mRAf8d1ABO7Crsu8aYfE9D7CByZtkorDoULKb34j4k/edit?usp=sharing

Financial Plan
The second half of the project, would be self-funded.  
For the rest of the season the content of the series would be  offered as part of a bigger program or as a short fill-
in,  to   different broadcaster and distributors such as : Netflix, Revision3, Cartoon network/Adult swim and Comedy 
central, but also to German TV channels, such as: NDR, RBB, WDR or ZDF. The broadcasters would be first contact-
ed as soon as there is a trailer for the pilot ready.

Self Distribution
The last option would be Publishing and self distribution on a Youtube channel with advertisments, or Vimeo by 
demand as well as a crowd funding campaign on kickstarter or indiegogo for the following chapter.

FINANCIAL PLAN


